SUPPLIES:
1 – denim cardstock from Summer Fun
1 – kraft with red stars cardstock from Summer Fun
1 – summer fun words border strip from Summer Fun
1 – burlap stars border strip from Summer Fun
1 – red polka dot journal card from Summer Fun
1 – denim frame journal card from Summer Fun
1 – set Playful Primary Red Alphabet Stickers

Also used: adhesive, black pen, photos (six 4 x 6, one 5 x 5), scrap white cardstock, trimmer

DIRECTIONS:
1. For left layout, use denim cardstock as base; adhere burlap stars border strip to left edge.
2. Adhere one photo approximately 3/4” from border strip and 5/8” from top edge.
3. Adhere one photo approximately 1/4” from first photo so top and bottom of photos align.
4. Mat one photo with red polka dot journal card; adhere approximately 1 3/4” from border strip and 1/4” from first two photos.
5. Trim summer fun word strip so each statement is separate. Adhere Star Spangled Celebration to the lower right corner of second photo.
6. For right layout, use kraft with red stars cardstock as base. Adhere 5 x 5 photo approximately 3/8” from left and bottom edges of cardstock base.
7. Adhere second photo approximately 1/4” from first photo’s right edge so that top edges align.
8. Adhere third photo approximately 1/4” from first photo’s top edge so that right edges align.
9. Trim fourth photo to fit inside frame of denim frame journal card (photo is approximately 3 1/8” x 4 3/8”); adhere matted photo approximately 1/4” from third photo’s right edge so that bottom edges align.
10. Trim scrap white cardstock to 4 5/8” x 1 1/2”; use stickers to spell title. Adhere approximately 3/8” above third photo and 1” from left edge of layout.
11. Trim scrap white cardstock to 1” x 6”; write journaling and adhere below second photo.
12. Adhere Hot Fun in the Summer from border strip to bottom of 5 x 5 photo. Adhere Little Firecracker from border strip to bottom of matted photo.
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